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ABSTRACT:  

The communication services of the train of the future requires hyperconnectivity between train and track. 

Assuming Mobile Network Operator (MNO) will provide this connectivity to the railway Undertaking (RU) 

is not a realistic scenario. The approach is that the Infrastructure Managers (IM) will collaborate with the 

MNOs to facilitate the connectivity to MNO communication services and vice versa. This approach requires 

a Gigabit train-to-track connectivity solution, deployable by the IM, this is, with no spectrum barrier, and 

with large CAPEX and OPEX reductions, compared to the current solution based on multiple cell stacking 

at multiple frequencies. Simplification, energy savings and speed of deployment will also be key. A solution 

compatible for Main railway lines and also optimised for Regional lines. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Digital Train Vision 

The customers in trains are: (1) the passengers and (2) the Rail-Undertaking (RU).  

In the digital train, passengers will be entertained or work in trains as if they were at home or in the office. 

The passenger will have excellent Mobile-Network-Operator (MNO) services coverage but also will have 

access to Over-The-Top (OTT) services such as collaborative videoconferences, high-resolution content, 

Virtual/Augmented Reality, dynamic travel information, targeted advertising, etc… Some of these services 

require controlled latency and the services bundle require very high data rate. 

The average demand for internet connectivity per passenger is expected to be 1Mbps by 2025, making 

necessary a connectivity of 1Gbps for trains with 1000 passengers. See Figure 1: Ofcom 2025 Passenger 

Connectivity  (1). This is the Gigabit Train. 

 

 

Figure 1: Ofcom 2025 Passenger Connectivity forecast 
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Other reports from Arthur the Little and internal studies from RUs like Deutsche Bahn are more 

conservative, and target 0,7Mbps per passenger (2), growth based most likely on video on demand and 

cloud computing, as seen in Figure 2. Average demand of bandwidth per customer.  

 

 

Figure 2. Average demand of bandwidth per customer 

European Train Control System (ETCS) and emergency communications, between train cabins and control 

centre will not be the safety services with larger demands on connectivity in the future train. The RU will 

access real-time high-quality videos, telemetry, and control to improve security and cost during remote 

driving at train shunting and in case of problems during automatic operation.  

Finally, terabytes of train maintenance data will be uploaded from the track, conforming the foundation for 

digitalization of train operations. 

Railway’s success requires adequate support for all the above-mentioned services: passenger, safety, and 

digitalization, most of these services described in the Future Railways Mobile Communication System 

FRMCS, User Requirements Specification (3), proposed by UIC, the worldwide association representing 

the railway sector. 

1.2 Current railways stakeholder’s situation 

RUs currently outsource internet access services for passengers from MNOs, and many RUs expect 

MNOs to invest on new telecom infrastructure to provide mobile coverage along railway tracks.  

The reality is that MNOs are not obliged by spectrum license auctions to cover mobile services on railways 

lines. MNOs are only obliged to provide coverage in areas above certain population density. This is not the 

case of most kilometres in railway tracks.  

Besides this, MNOs do not have a positive business case in areas along rail tracks without additional 

demands, like demands from densely populated centres or other nearby infrastructures like roads. MNOs 

need, in these areas, clear investment reductions or the incentive of new incomes. 

The entry of a neutral operator company or TowerCo to invest along tracks, is seen, in some countries, as 

a solution for investment reduction. But MNOs do not see these companies in many countries as a facilitator 

of connectivity only, but also as an entity taking away their already skimmed margins. For this reason, in 

main lines, where the lack of coverage would be an image problem for MNOs, MNOs prefer to share 

investments among them, rather than to have a ToweCo in the value chain to their customers. Providing 

service coverage to regional lines would give a worse business case to MNOs, and in regional lines the 

image problem is somehow perceived as less important, therefore many regional lines do not have MNO 
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services. In this situation, passengers and RU do not have an alternative for coverage, because of the entry 

barrier that represents the spectrum obtained in auctions to new potential entrants. 

In terms of income incentives, there would be two remaining areas for MNO business growth along track: 

digitalization services like IoT and communications related to the train circulation safety.  

IoT services for railway operation, could be an incentive for more mobile coverage by the MNO. Due to 

the low bit rate characteristics of the IoT service, investments to provide kbits of connectivity for connecting 

remote monitoring, controlling or measurement devices will not have a significant impact on the 

capabilities required to cover passenger services.  

Could train circulation safety related services represent and opportunity to MNOs? GSM-R 

communications currently supporting safety ETCS require migration to the new Future railways Mobile 

Communication System (FRMCS) due to GSM-R obsolescence in year 2030. FRMCS safety related 

communications are standardised on 5G New Radio cells (5GNR) on 800-900MHz. 

The use of 5GNR brings the economies of scale of using the technology to MNOs, sparing railways the 

experience of being limited to a reduced number of GSM-R providers. 

If MNO coverage is done with the same technologies as in FRMCS the rational of using MNO networks 

for safety services is clear. Cost reduction is everywhere in railways, radically in regional railways lines, 

with clear risks of these lines being decommissioned if costs targets are not achieved. Radical cost reduction 

requires the possibility of using any existing MNO coverage.  

To use existing MNO coverage for the support of safety services may represent a cost reduction to IM, but 

the liability related to the provision of safety related services from a third party needs to be solved. Some 

countries are working in this direction. Railways are also working on the support of safety based on satellite 

communications. 

The liability issues, if using MNOs or satellite, might be solved, but it is not clear, the MNO business case 

for the investment required to support the forecasted data rate needs for passenger services. 

1.3 Railway shared networks 

The question whether if railways can rely on MNOs, for new investments required, to support all services, 

might be changed into a different question. Does it make sense for Infrastructure Managers (IM) and MNOs 

to share infrastructure? Would it make sense to share and IM connectivity infrastructure, where safety 

related services could be provided by IM, also possibly critical digitalization, and MNO could address 

passenger services and non-critical digitalization services over the same connectivity? 

 

 

Figure 3.Stacking of Multiple 5GNR cells 
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This approach is explained in the Strategic Deployment Agenda for 5G Connectivity and Spectrum for Rail, 

a document by the European Rail Infrastructure Managers EIM and the Community of European Railway 

and Infrastructure Companies CER (4). A shared investment model based on stacking multiple 5GNR cells 

in different frequencies is proposed, with the objective of covering both the standard safety related 

communications, the evolution from GSM-R, and gigabit capabilities to the train. A cost proposal of 

+200€/m CAPEX for the required radio infrastructure is estimated for the IM, and an additional similar 

cost to the MNO. Please see Figure 3. Stacking of Multiple 5GNR cells. 

While this approach is an attempt to address the need to share investments, the proposed solution is not 

efficient: CAPEX is still too high for many railway lines. 

Besides CAPEX, the complexity, the associated high-power consumption, the impact in required civil 

works and the associated low speed of deployment of the multiple cells stacking solution is evident. All 

these OPEX related issues are not covered in the previous document and makes more difficult the 

introduction of this cell solution stacking.  

An analysis and an alternative solution to counteract these drawbacks is required. 

 

2. REQUIREMENTS 

Based on the current situation it is proposed to drive innovation efforts towards the following needs 

identified: 

• Simplification: reduced civil works, low power consumption and rapid deployment. 

• Collaboration: to allow investment sharing between RU, IM and MNO, to provide services 

where there is no MNO coverage. Solution also that facilitates the use of existing MNO 

coverage. 

• Optimization: Use of available spectrum for RU and IM, along the rail track, so as not to 

depend on MNOs interest in investment nor on spectrum barriers. 

• Completeness: guaranteed 1 Gbps service level, with ultra-low latency for all applications: 

critical, digitalization, passengers. 

• Compatibility: with FRMCS 800/900MHz 5GNR. 

• Further added value: Support GSM-R migration and increment in reliability of critical 

services.  

The above requirements will drive the proposed solution. 

 

3. NEXT GENERATION SOLUTION. SOME ONGOING WORK  

Shift2Rail, the European Join Undertaking in railways innovation (5), in its X2RAIL projects (6), 
developed initial versions of an Adaptable Communication System ACS/Multi-connectivity Platform, a 

solution to be able to use and combine the different available radio communications along track, a system 

to be further developed in ongoing railways innovation projects. Services provided in these projects are 

critical services to the RU. Handling large throughput required for passengers is not part of the solution. 

Project funded by Horizon Europe ICT-53 2020 5G PPP, named 5GMED (7), is also showing a train to 

track multi-connectivity solution encompassing different radio technologies, including: satellite, dedicated 

railway network @ 26GHz deployed along the track, shared 5GNR @ 3,5GHz provided by MNOs, and 

dedicated railway network @ 70Ghz with 1Gbps guarantee. Services provided are non-critical services, 

provided to RU and passengers, via ethernet interfaces, and wi-fi and 5GNR on-board cells. Critical services 

support is not part of the solution. This is represented in Figure 4. 5GMED Project Train. 
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COMSA coordinates the overall railway solution in 5GMED. Besides this overall coordination, COMSA 

is responsible for the design, deployment, and integration of the 1Gbps 70Ghz radio network along the 

track, and the on-train network.  

 

 

Figure 4.  5GMED Project Train 

The following Figure 5. COMSA 1Gbps 70GHz solution, details the main characteristics of the 1Gbps 

70GHz solution along the track:  

 

Figure 5. COMSA 1Gbps 70GHz solution 

 

The above solution provides 1Gbit/s with ultra-low latency. An IEEE 802.11ad standard compliant solution 

on 70Ghz available spectrum with the following characteristics:  

• Guaranteed: ultralow latency 1Gbps service level. 

• Simple: only one radio/antenna type on board & track for all railways services, very few civil 

works, low power consumption, and fast deployment. 

• Radio confined to the rail track, encrypted Secure solution. 

• Collaborative: allows investment sharing between RU, IM and MNO, to provide services where 

there is no MNO coverage. Solution also that facilitates the use of existing MNO coverage. 
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• Barrier free: Use of available spectrum for IMs and RUs, meaning no barrier to investment, nor 

lock-in into MNO spectrum. 

• Open & transparent interfaces: No adaptation required for IP/Ethernet based services. 
 

4. A MISSION FOR THE NEXT PHASE.   

The Digital Train requires connectivity support for all types of services to the train: safety, passenger, and 

digitalization related services. Therefore, it is necessary to combine the efforts made in X2Rail and 

5GMED. The infrastructure manager cannot rely on MNOs or satellite having the business case and 

providing the required support for all these services. The vision is that MNOs provide the required services 

where MNOs have a business case, but where this is not possible, the infrastructure manager will have to 

facilitate the connectivity to ease the business case. Facilitating the connectivity to the train, not necessarily 

providing the communication services. Figure 6. IM as Connectivity Facilitator shows the proposed mission 

scenario for IMs related to communications: 

 

 

Figure 6. IM as Connectivity Facilitator 

The track connectivity infrastructure comprises the passive elements (non-electronic, like fibre, sites …) 

and active communication devices (radio, switches, …). The train connectivity infrastructure comprises 

also the same active and passive components required on board. The train-to-track radio connectivity 

connect the train clients to the servers on the ground, server providing the various services. Servers like 

IMS IP Multimedia Communication Servers from MNOs, like Internet of Things IoT Application server, 

that could reside on MNO or IM, and the Automatic Train Operation ATO/ETCS servers. These servers 

can be many km apart from the rail track. 

Current train to track solutions developed by the multi-connectivity approach do not support simultaneously 

both critical and high data rate services. The objective is to evolve the current solutions to allow IM to be 

the facilitator of connectivity supporting all services. 

This will be done via several enhancements in the ACS/Multi-connectivity Platform and the 1Gb radio. 

4.1 Main lines communications support 

In main lines, FRMCS @ 8/900Mhz is expected to be deployed for safety applications for interoperability. 

The proposal for main lines would be to include 70Ghz radio along track and 70Ghz radio in train. Please 

see Figure 7. Main Lines rail track and onboard radio. 
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Figure 7. Main Lines rail track and onboard radio 

 

70Ghz facilitates 1Gbps for extra Digitalization and excellent Passenger services, and protection and cost-

effective migration for safety applications. The server to client relationship will be the shown in Figure 8. 

Main Lines connectivity options.  

For simplification the client layer will not be shown in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 8. Main Lines connectivity options 

 

The ACS/Multi-connectivity Platform and 70Ghz radio allow cost-effective 1Gbps for main railway lines, 

for all services: safety, digitalization, and passenger services. CAPEX reduction is achieved via elimination 

of cells stacking and civil works.  OPEX reduction is achieved via simplification, power consumption 

reduction and use of available spectrum. Added value is provided via migration support from GSM-R to 

FRMCS and the protection of safety FRMCS. Simplification and civil works reduction brings also speed 

of deployment. The solution is collaborative, since connects the train to ground using IM 70Ghz radio, 

where available, 5GNR radio from MNO where available and allows services both from the IM and 

MNO/OTT. 
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4.2 Regional Lines Comunication support 

In regional lines, FRMCS @ 8/900Mhz is not expected to be deployed along track. Those trains moving to 

main lines would have an 800/900Mhz 5GNR radio on the roof for compatibility with main lines.  

The proposal would be to include 70Ghz radio along track along the regional track and 70Ghz radio modem 

in the train. Figure 9. Regional Lines rail track an onboard radio, shows the proposal. 

 

 

Figure 9. Regional Lines rail track an onboard radio 

 

70Ghz provides 1Gbps for all services: Digitalization and excellent Passenger services, and safety 

applications. The server to client relationship will be the following. Please see Figure 10. Regional Lines 

connectivity options. 

 

 

Figure 10. Regional Lines connectivity options 

 

The ACS/Multi-connectivity Platform and 70Ghz radio allow cost effective 1Gbps capabilities for regional 

railway lines, for all services, safety, digitalization, and passenger services. CAPEX reduction is achieved 

via complete elimination of cells and reduction of civil works.  OPEX reduction is achieved via 

simplification, power consumption reduction and use of available spectrum. Added value is provided via 

the support of all services on the same radio. Simplification and civil works reduction brings also speed of 

deployment. The solution is collaborative, since connects the train to ground using IM 70Ghz radio and 

allows services both from the IM and MNO/OTT. 

4.3 Use of existing MNO coverage 

While 70Ghz connectivity facilitates the use of the MNO servers for the provision of passenger and non- 

critical digitalization services, existing radio coverage from MNOs may already exist in some areas with 
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the required capabilities to support the Digital Train requirements. The following, figure 11 Using Public 

service coverage, shows how existing radio access based from MNO may connect train to MNO servers, 

for the provision of passengers services and non-critical Digitalization services, and to IM servers for safety 

and critical digitalization services. 

 

 

Figure 11. Using public services coverage 

 

The ACS/Multi-connectivity Platform allows the use of existing MNO coverage where available, for 

regional railway lines, for all services, safety, digitalization, and passenger services. Capabilities from 

MNO coverage will be different than using 70Ghz radio, but the combination of both solutions allows a 

phased investment approach to progressively achieve desired coverage. The solution is collaborative, since 

uses radio access to connect train to ground from the MNO where available, supporting services not just 

from the MNO, but also from the IM. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A 1Gbps cost effective and collaborative train to track connectivity solution has been presented for both 

Main and Regional railways lines. A solution to support all services to the train: safety, digitalization, and 

passenger services. A solution combining radio assets from the IM at 70Ghz and 5GNR FRMCS, or  

coverage from the MNO. The solution avoids complex cell stacking and brings simplification, CAPEX and 

OPEX reduction, civil works reduction and large savings in power requirements. This simplification is key 

to ease the speed of deployment, the support of the digital train and the success of the railways. 
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